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1 - Red X and Shelia, Slade and Lilly

Red X and Lilly are sitting on the couch with Robin, Raven, Starfire, Beast Boy, Cyborg, Terra and
Sarah.

BB: So then I say “chicken wings!”

Sarah: You actually hang out with this clown?

Cy: Yeah…unfortunately

BB: *glares at Cyborg*

Cy: But he can be funny

Sarah: *glares at Cyborg*

Cy: But he is a clown

Lilly: O.K, O.K enough of this! Jeez! We all know BB can't make good jokes but that's O.K!

BB: hey!

Rav: Girl speaks the truth!

BB: O.K here is another joke…knock, knock!

Star: Who is there?

BB: Syrup!

Star: Syrup who?

BB: Syrup dude! Get it? Syrup like suit up! Ha, ha, ha!

Red X: That killed me a little inside

Rob: Yeah same here

Star: You did not like the jokes Beast Boy has provided for us?



Rav: Nope, never did never will

BB: Hmph!

Terra: Aww its O.K!

BB: Really?

Terra: No you need some new jokes

Alarm: Beep! Beep! Beep!

Rob: Trouble! Atlas is downtown

BB: O.K

Lilly: hey Robin?

Rob: Yeah

Lilly: I'm gonna say it this time Titans Go!

All of the titans *except for Sarah because she has no idea what to do in that situation* run downtown
and see Atlas stealing gold

Lilly: Put it down!

Terra: We don't want to hurt you!

BB: Yeah!

Atlas: *hearts in eyes looking at Lilly* who are you

Lilly: umm Lilly?

Atlas: *into communicator* Umm I need Billy, Mammoth, Seemore, Kyd Wykd, Control Freak and
Sergeant Hive to get down here now!

Lilly: O.K this is weird

Red X: What are you calling the guys for?

Atlas: To see Lilly! I mean Starfire is hot but Lilly is like Starfire times 10!

Lilly: O.K this is strange

All of the boys get over and stand in awe looking at Lilly



Freak: Aaaaaaa! The world is coming to an end! She's prettier than Starfire

Rob: Hey!

Star: Robin as long as you think I am pretty it does not matter what the others think

Rob: *blushes* thanks

Lilly: Umm Red X inform them

See: About what?

Red X: I'm her boyfriend

Mamm: aww hey wait aren't you a bad guy?

Red X: I was

Gizmo: *flies up to Lilly* Hiya gorgeous wanna get some pizza?

Lilly: With an evil midget…I don't think so

See: Well guess what sugar? You're coming with us!

Seemore gets Lilly in his eyeball shield type thing

Lilly: Hey! Let me go! HELP!

Red X: Hey! Let her go

Atlas: whoa Romeo you take another step closer and we'll hurt her…in fact I didn't even need to call the
boys. My mission was to just capture her because of my boss.

Red X: Who is your boss?

Slade: Me

Rob: Slade didn't you help save this girl?

Slade: So she could be my new apprentice yes.

Rob: You'll put her down right now!

Slade: On the contrary Robin you see this little jewel is going to do what Terra did for me and not fail

Lilly: I won't go ahead and hurt me but I don't care I won't fight the Titans



BB: Yeah take that

Terra: Good job Lilly!

Slade: Well to bad even if I have to use mind control you will work for me

Lilly: No!

Slade: Come now boys let us take her to Paris where she belongs

Terra: What's in Paris?

BB: I dunno

Cy: Wait…

Rav: The Brotherhood of Evil! And also the villains are all frozen there!

Rob: Lilly whatever you do don't listen to them!

Slade: Come on boys' time to go

Lilly: Help me!

The Titans start to chase after Lilly except for Red X who stays behind and listens into a earpiece

Slade: Excellent work Red X now that Blackfire is out of the way and since I have Lilly I'll be unstoppable

Red X: Y'know that girl isn't so bad…too bad she had to fall in love with me

Slade: Betrayal is always a good option

Red X: Yeah…by the way here are all the Titan's alarms, codes and stuff

Slade: Too bad you turned down my apprentice position

Red X: Sorry she'll be better at it

Lilly:*looking at Slade* Is that Red X?

Slade: Yes he just was your boyfriend and comrade to get it so that you'll be my apprentice.

You go to the Titans who can't find the villains *they turned invisible because of See-more* go back to
the tower

Cy: Sarah? Hello?



Sarah: Oh Cyborg…poor naïve Cyborg. I'm not Sarah!

Cy: What do you mean?

Sarah: It was a mission to get closer to you to help Red X get Lilly

Cy: Where's the real Sarah?

Sarah: Back in her own city with Donny her new boyfriend

Cy: Then who are you?

Shelia: Shelia, Red X's girlfriend and master of disguise!

Shelia pulls off the Sarah like costume and reveals her true self. Her skin is very tan and her hair is a
Sandy brown, she has yellow eyes and is wearing a neon green top with neon green shortie shorts.

Rob: Red X is evil again!?

Star: He betrayed Lilly?

Rav: And you are going out with him?

BB: I'd like to spit on you

Shelia: Well tough this is the last time you'll be seeing me. I'm going to Paris with Red X and the rest of
the villains.

Shelia goes off the Titans then go into the T-Car and start the drive to Paris

You go back to Slade and the boys in a big black jet flying to Paris Lilly trapped with handcuffs on her
wrists and ankles.

Lilly: Let me go!

Slade: Why should I?

Lilly: `Cause I'll burn your face off!

Freak: Right….

See: Y'know we could I dunno go out later

Lilly: I hate men

Slade: Just because you've been rejected too many times? By Red X, Cyborg, Mark lets not forget



Duncan

Lilly: How do you know about Duncan?

Red X: You told me then I told him

Lilly: Red X c'mon…I know you really like me right?

Red X: Nope in fact I spit on you *opens cage and spits on her head* Shelia the new villain and I are
going out she's way better than you and prettier and much thinner.

Lilly: *in defeat* Then I'm just nothing

Slade: You will be something after this is put on you

Lilly: W-what's that?

Slade: A mind control device if you refuse any one of my whims this will be put on you and your mind will
be mine forever.

Lilly: I refuse to do anything you say and wear that thing. Why do you want me as your apprentice?

Slade: Simple my dear you see, Robin found a way out of my plan before and Terra was completely
covered in stone for about a year, with you since you control the essences and are less experienced in
combat you will be perfect.

Lilly: What happens if while I'm serving you I disobey you?

Slade: That won't happen because the mind control is going on your pretty little head now

Lilly: NO!

As Slade touches it to her head fire surrounds his wrists and he drops it in pain

Lilly: I said no

Slade: Fine. Then why not tell the Titans about you serving me?

Lilly: But I'm not

Slade: Boys hold her down!

Lilly: Stop it! Don't even try to put that…that thing on me!

Slade: It's going on now!

Lilly: CYBORG!



Slade this time attaches it to her arm and the flames are extinguished by Gizmo who squirts water on
them

Slade: Come Lilly it is time for your briefing

Lilly: *smiles evilly* Yes Slade

To Be Continued……………………………………………………….



2 - One Titan Will Fall

In the T-Car

Cy: *slamming on the gas* Can't this thing go any faster?

BB: Dude it's not a thing…it's your baby

Cy: *yells* Lilly is my baby!

All the Titans stare at him

Cy: Uhh

Rav: Listen Cyborg, Lilly was taken away there's nothing you can do about it

Cy: But I actually thought that was Sarah…

Rob: That's why Shelia calls herself a master of disguise

Star: Robin what are you doing on the top of the lap?

Rob: It's a laptop and I'm tracking Lilly's communicator signal so maybe I can find her

Star: This is terrible, Red X is “the jerk”

Cy: Tell me about it

Star: Well we all went to save the Essence Planet from Blackfire and on the way we found…

Cy: I meant it as a figure of speech

BB: Hey Robin, what's that red dot?

Rob: Lilly…Cyborg Lilly is flying to Paris…and east of here

Cy: My car can't fly!

Rob: We need the T-ship

Rav: I can transport us to the T-ship it'll take a lot out of me though

Cy: Just do it



Rav: Azarath Metrion Zinthos!

The Titans are transported Robin a Starfire decide that since she can carry Robin they'll fly in pursuit
and attack

You go to Lilly and Slade in the computer lab of the ship

Slade: So with your fire powers we can un-freeze all of the villains

Lilly: Why not the Brain?

Slade: If he was worthy he wouldn't be frozen in the first place

Lilly: Good point so all the villains besides him will be set free?

Slade: Precisely

Lilly's good side: NO! I won't I can't let me out!

Slade: Don't resist my dear it's not worth it

Lilly's good side: Let me go!

Slade: I command you to cease!

Lilly: Sorry master

Slade: No apology needed

Lilly: I have a question it seems that Brother Blood showed much resilience should he join us as well?

Slade: Hmm… haven't thought of that yet Cyborg beat him so easily

Lilly: Cyborg has a weakness just as all the others

Slade: Really?

Lilly: You haven't noticed Robin's or Starfire's?

Slade: No not really

Lilly: It's each other they are completely in love you take away one from the other it will drive them mad

Slade: You don't say?

Lilly: Like the love bird, take one away and they'll both die of loneliness



Slade: It seems they're following us

Lilly: It's lucky that Robin and Starfire are the ones attacking

Slade: Shall we see if your right?

Lilly: Indeed

Slade: I'll send See-More and Atlas out

Lilly: Thank you; make sure you give them my orders

Slade: I wouldn't do it any other way

Lilly: Alright then

See-more and Atlas jump onto them and push them down, then Star throws starbolts at See-more whom
doges them easily and captures Starfire, she screams and Robin throws a birdarang at See-more but
Atlas blocks it then gets Robin and holds him so he can't get free, the ship brings them in and puts Robin
and Starfire in cages.

Slade: Hello Robin

Rob: Slade…

Lilly: Oh Robin you're such a fool

Slade: Did I tell you that Lilly is now my apprentice?

Rob: What?

Star: Lilly? Is it true?

Lilly: Why wouldn't it be?

Slade: She is a much better apprentice than you or Terra ever were

Lilly: I believe I am

Slade: And Robin here is your prize for being almost the first one captured say goodbye to Starfire.

Rob: NO!

Lilly: Oh yes

Star: ROBIN!



Rob: STARFIRE!

Slade pushes a button and Starfire's cage falls out of the jet and falls to the ground Starfire then lays
unconscious her head has a scar in it and it starts to bleed

Rob: No…Starfire…

Lilly: Aww lets leave the poor broken heart to suffer

Communicator: Beep, Beep

Rob: Who is it?

Cy: Me what's wrong?

Rob: Starfire…has been…taken down

All: *gasp*

Rob: *gets angry/serious face* Lilly betrayed us…she got Star…we'll see how she fairs against all of us!
*gets the communicator* calling all Titans! Lilly is going to free the villains in Paris and is taking us down
one by one…we lost Starfire look for a black jet we'll attack as soon as we're all together, I right now am
captive so please keep your wits and hurry, Titans Together!

To Be Continued………………………………………………………………………….



3 - Slade's True Fear

You go to Slade who is in the scanning room looking for the Titans Lilly enters silently.

Lilly: Master?

Slade: *jumps* Oh it's you

Lilly: Why are you up so late?

Slade: Can't let the Titans catch up to us

Lilly: Why…are you so scared of them?

Slade: *in shock* I'm not scared!

Lilly: Then why do you go through all of this just to keep them away?

Slade: What?

Lilly: Scanning, tracking, sonar, radar you even have See-More looking around the ship, not to mention
the 150 security cameras

Slade: How did you come to me being scared?

Lilly: *quoting him* I am the thing that keeps you up at night, the one who haunts every dark corner of
you're mind *stops* you're so scared I can feel it, Robin is the one who keeps you up at night, he haunts
you're mind you're scared of him and now you're even more scared because Jericho is on the team!

Slade pushes Lilly against the wall her head bangs against it hard, he tightens the grip on her wrists
making indentations.

Slade: I am not scared; if you ever assume anything about me again this will hurt more

Lilly: But you are! Please I'm the only one who gets it! I'm the only thing that doesn't scare you! If you
hurt me you have nothing left but a son who doesn't even care that you exist!

Slade: *pushing harder* That's not true!

Lilly: *crying* You know it is…please…let go…if I get hurt it'll haunt you for the rest of you're life



Slade: *lets go* Go check on Robin…and for the last time I'm not scared.

Lilly goes into Robin's room

Lilly: Hand me the communicator

Rob: No

Lilly: Give it to me or I'll make you suffer even more

Rob: You took away one of the most precious things in my life and for what? Being a servant!?

Lilly: *kicks him* You know I'm not his servant, now give it to me!

Rob: Never

Lilly: *puts on a hologram of Starfire* Want to see what she looks like now?

Rob: *starts to sob* No!

Lilly: *puts it on anyway* Oh look! Her head is cracked!

Rob: I'LL KILL YOU! I SWEAR IF IT TAKES THE REST OF MY LIFE I'LL KILL YOU!

Lilly: Give it to me

Rob: *drops it* I'll kill you

Lilly: Right keep dreaming

Red X enters with Shelia

Shelia: Wow judging by what you told me I never though she could break Robin down

Red X: She truly is naïve

Lilly: Shut up! I did something you could never do! *runs out of room*

Rob: So Shelia who are you going to disguise yourself as next?

Shelia: Starfire

Rob: That won't work I told the Titans that she was already taken down

Shelia: Trust me it will work

Red X: So why was Lilly in here? At this hour anyways?



Rob: She found out I had a communicator and took it

Red X: Oh not as pathetic as I thought

Rob: She also took down Starfire

Red X: Bad for you I don't care

Rob: You never cared in the first place

Slade: *on the intercom* Villains get to the main room battle strategies are being made

Red X: Well we gotta go!

Shelia: Bye, Bye birdie!

Red X leaves and Shelia goes over to Robin

Shelia: If little birdie wants to play…*strokes hair* Shelia can be a wonderful playmate. *blows kiss* bye
bye!

Rob: *blushing* O.K weird

To Be Continued……………………………………………………..

 



4 - Two more Down and Lilly's plan

You go to Cyborg in the T-Ship with Raven and BB

Cy: Approaching target

Rav: Think they could've gotten a bigger jet?

BB: Dude we need to call the Titans East

Cy: They're right behind us

Bee: *on intercom* Is Starfire dead?

M y M: Starfire es muerto!?

Speed: Say what?

Mas: Is she dead

Speed: Oh

Aqua: Listen we need to get Lilly

Cy: I'll call Robin on his communicator…he's not answering

Bee: We need to get in

Aqua: I'll go

Rav: You're gonna jump out of the ship and fall to you're death?

Aqua: You'll carry me

Rav: Fine *in head* yes!

Raven teleports herself out and get Aqualad out then teleports them on the ship, they land in a big
hallway.

Rav; Wow…this is a huge place

Aqua: Listen…I hear…rattling?



Raven and Aqualad enter a room where Robin is

Rob: Aqualad!

Aqua: Robin!

Rav: Shut up before they hear us!

Rob: Sorry

Rav: Were gonna get you out

Raven touches the lock and the alarm goes off

Slade: *in the other room* Lilly seems that there are some intruders!

Lilly: I'm on it!

Lilly runs into the room and Aqualad tries to use his powers except the room has a waterproof seal
making so that Aqualad can't use his powers unless he's in a bathroom. Raven goes and starts with a
kick at Lilly Aqualad then follows suite by pinning her to the ground Lilly *now only has wind powers
because since she is not pure she had to give up all but one and she can never get them back* pushes
him off and with here powers breaks a window. Raven uses her powers and takes a cage and throws it
at Lilly she doges it and throws it back at Raven who is hit and falls out the window. Raven flies back up
and Lilly knocks out Aqualad and is holding him by the collar.

Rav: Put him down!

Lilly: I'll put him down out the window

Rob: No!

Rav: Don't do this Lilly I know you're good!

Lilly: I don't know the meaning of that word now just like Starfire say goodbye to Aqualad.

Lilly throws him out the window

Rav: NO!

Raven jumps out to save him but he is falling to fast she speeds up and catches him, Lilly follows behind
her and pushes her down fast they hit the concrete Lilly alive Raven and Aqualad dead. Lilly flies back
up into the ship.

Lilly: Three down Raven, Aqualad and Starfire, oh and look a souvenir from each one! Raven her belt,
Starfire's emerald and Aqualad's communicator it has him name all over it!



Rob: You will not kill the rest of the Titans!

Lilly: You're right I'm only sparing you and Jericho

Rob: Me and Jericho?

Lilly: Jericho is Slade's son and you are going to make us a lot of ransom money

Rob: You're sick, sick and twisted just like Slade and *notices mind control* what's that on you're arm?

Lilly: *looks* I don't know

Rob: Let me see

Lilly: No!

Rob: It could be a tick

Lilly: Eww!!!!!! Get it off!!! Get it off!!!!

Rob: *looks at it and squints eyes* It's a mind control device

Lilly: A what?

Rob: *to himself* that's why…

Lilly: Why what?

Rob: That's why you turned against us!

Lilly: Oh please *pulls arm away* I did it on my own accord!

Rob: No Lilly! No you're good! I swear you are!

Lilly: Red X betrayed me, Cyborg fell in love with Sarah after he had me, I was always on the outside of
you're little circle of friends. That's why!

Rob: Lilly…take that thing off

Lilly: No

All of a sudden Lilly's good side comes through

Lilly good: *grabs arm* Get it off!

Lilly bad: *grabs the arm that's trying to pull it off* Stop!



Lilly starts to wrestle with herself she rolls around on the floor finally she screams and gets back up.

Lilly: Evil always wins

Rob: No

Lilly: Oh yes and this little device is staying on

Rob: *hangs head* no….

Slade: *rushes in the room* Pantha, Wildabeest and Harold are coming

Lilly: Bring it

To Be Continued……………………………………………………..



5 - Three More going Down

Pantha, Wildebeest and Harold are traveling through another dimension to get to Slade's ship which has
now landed in Paris, The rest of the Titans are still trying to get there.

Pan: So how much more till we get there

Har: I wish I knew but it seems like…10 more minutes

Wild: grunt

Pan: *pats Wildebeest on the shoulder* Do not worry

Har: Y'know you guys I wonder why Lilly would do something like this?

Pan: I do not know

Wild: grunt, grunt huff

Pan: Don't be impatient!

Har: We're here…now she's already killed three Titans so be careful

They all enter the ship and instantly the alarm goes off

Lilly: *with Slade* Better go finish them off

Slade: Do you want back up?

Lilly: Why do you think I need it?

Slade: Good Point, well you better go

Lilly runs down the hall and sees the three trespassers and shoots three wind waves out of her hands
slicing the air around them, Pantha doges then tries to punch Lilly but Lilly grabs her hand and thrusts it
backwards causing Pantha's wrist to break. Wildebeest charges but Lilly makes a wind shield and he
runs into it and falls backward. Pantha tries to hit the shield with her other hand but Lilly surrounds it with
wind and lifts her up and pushes her against the wall the slams her head against it.

Lilly: Any last words



Pan: Wildebeest…Harold run!

Lilly: Hmm that's it? Well O.K with me.

Lilly takes Pantha's head and slams it onto the floor causing death, Harold takes Wildebeest and tries to
go into another dimension to escape but Lilly blocks the portal and uses the wind to blow them to
different sides of the room she then strangles them with air whips

Har: Lilly…please spare us

Lilly: Why should I?

Har: Think about Cyborg

Lilly: *tightens grip* I hate that jerk!

Har: Before I die…he still likes you

Lilly: LIAR!

Lilly takes the final blow and Harold with Wildebeest die

Lilly's good side: What….what did I do? *cries* Why did I do it! Harold! Wildebeest, Pantha! Wake up!
Wake up now….please…

Lilly's bad side: Shut up you fool! Evil will consume you forever!

Slade: *coming into the room* Are you done, are they dead?

Lilly: Of course!

Slade: *caresses her cheek* That's my girl….oh look the Titans are trying to reach you!

Lilly: Put them on the screen

Cy: *on screen* Lilly!

Lilly: So were you expecting the three honoraries back?

Cy: uh Yeah

Lilly: To bad they're on their way to heaven

Cy: Lilly why are you doing this?

Lilly: Because I've had enough of you and the goody-two shoe Titans, I was never good enough for you
or them!



Cy: Yes you were

Lilly: Hmm are all Titans liars?

Cy: Say what?

Lilly: Never mind

Cy: Lilly don't do this you're better I know it

Slade: If you did would you have dumped her?

Cy: Umm

Lilly: Yeah

Cy: I'm not the one who killed 6 Titans

Lilly: Well I'm the one who did and if you interfere you'll be gone to

Cy: *turns red* You're such a

Lilly: *interrupts him* I don't care, don't you ever tell me you like me or you'll die within the
second….goodbye and if you try to fight you're going down…big time

Cy: Lilly! Wait!

The intercom is shut off and Lilly puts the bodies in the room with Robin

Lilly: Three more down

Rob: I promise…you'll die

Lilly: I beg to differ

To Be Continued…………………………………………………….



6 - A Large Group Taken Down

Jinx, Kid Flash, Jericho, Argent, Bushido, Bee, Speedy and Mas y Menos decide to go as a group to the
place where the villains lie in ice. They know that Lilly and Slade will be their and thought that a bigger
group would be better. Lilly finds this out and calls on Shelia, Red X and Slade to help her.

Lilly: Aww look! They brought the pre-teen Titans!

M y M: Senorita Lilly loco!

Jinx: What?

Kid: Lilly is crazy

All: Oh!

Bee: Listen Lilly we want to know why are you doing this?

Lilly: Isn't that funny?! That's what Harold asked before he died!

M y M: Eeep!

Argent: Listen we don't want to fight you

Speed: Yeah…My hair will get messed up

Bushido:…..

Slade: *looks behind Bee* Jericho? Is that you?

Bee: Jer? Do you know this basket case?

Slade: He should remember me…y'know the one who raised him

Titans: Say what!

Slade: this young lad is my son…Red X

Red X: On it

Red X gets a net and seals Jericho in it and brings him to the ship Shelia comes with him

Lilly: Slade why don't you go in, I needed a little exercise



Speed: A little? You punk

Speedy lunges toward her and she takes his head and cover his nose and mouth with an air shield
Speedy begins to suffocate

Bee: *angry* Let him GO!

Lilly: Don't worry he'll die in three, two, one

Speedy's eyes shut and he dies

M y M: EL DIABLO!

Lilly: Si

Kid Flash and Jinx both go at Lilly who puts them in an air type containment Kid Flash tries but can't get
out and the same with Jinx. Bushido takes his sword and cuts Lilly across the chest.

Lilly: Hmm hahahahahahaha….AH HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!

Argent: Why aren't you bleeding?

Lilly: Oh I'll bleed but you can't kill me and I find it ironic that you came so close yet so far, well Bushido
*pulls out dagger* toushe!

Lilly and Bushido fight Bushido on offensive mode while Lilly stays rather stationary. Bushido starts to
tire out and his sword slips from his hand Lilly takes hers and stabs him in the chest grabs his sword and
stabs Argent. They both die. Bee shrinks down and starts to sting her Lilly uses another air shield to stop
her and Bee runs into it, Lilly stomps on her and looks at Mas and Menos.

M y M: Mas y Menos si podemos!

Lilly: I think not

Lilly stands while the two twins circle her, closes her eyes and grabs them by the collar and throws them
against a wall, killing them, she goes over to Kid Flash and Jinx and suffocates them she yawns and
enters the jet. Back inside Shelia is flirting with Robin while Red X talks to Slade Lilly hears what going
on and stands at the doorway listing.

Rob: For the last time *takes a deep breath* I DON'T LIKE YOU NOW I DIDN'T LIKE YOU THEN AND I
WON'T LIKE YOU EVER GOT IT!!!!!

She: You're so cute when you're mad



Rob: You creep me out

She: Tell you what, you kiss me and I'll let you and Jericho go

Rob: Why would I trust you?

She: Do you have any other options?

Rob: *grumbles* fine

She: *kisses Robin* Good birdie now here's the key and Jericho is right behind you

Rob: Thanks I guess *get's key* you're a real fiend I mean friend, friend

She: Whatever

Shelia walks out the door not seeing Lilly and Lilly calls Slade

Lilly: Listen Robin and Jericho are escaping, I need to kill them

Slade: *huff* I guess you can but make it a little less painful

Lilly: *takes out dagger* Thanks and I will

Robin and Jericho start to leave but Lilly comes out of the shadows

Rob: Lilly!

Lilly: Y'know Slade told me I was allowed to kill you both

Jer: *tires to take over Lilly's body*

Lilly: Sorry but that doesn't work on me because Slade equip me with a device so you can't go into me

Rob: Lilly don't kill us please!

Lilly: *stabs them* Hmm they just stood there, they should know I have a dagger *takes Jericho's
communicator* Attention all Titans, You're leader Robin and the rest of the people who have not come
back are dead if you want to die I'll be here.

BB: *looking at screen* Dude I think were all gonna die

Terra: Listen I'll go next, I made the same mistake maybe I can help her

BB: *hugs her* O.K be careful and come back safe

Terra: *kisses BB* I will



To Be Continued………………………………………………



7 - Taking Down Another

Terra goes to the jet and sees Shelia and Red X and puts them in a stone cage and makes it fly out of
the dome where the villains are. She enters the jet and sneaks into Lilly's room and sees Lilly on the
floor.

Terra: Lilly?

Lilly: Terra?! Terra! Get out, before I kill you!

Terra: Listen I know you're under mind control and I know how hard it is to fight it

Lilly: *crying* I've been crying all night only from midnight to one I am good, it's 12:55

Terra: You can get out of this I know it you're so strong!

Lilly: Strong enough to bathe in my friends blood!

Terra: Listen I once did the same thing, then Beast Boy showed me that I had a choice

Lilly: But they didn't die!

Terra: But that was because I wasn't as strong as you!

The clock goes to one o'clock

Lilly: Uhh I'm turning bad! Get out of here go!

Terra: I won't see you lose to this you'll have to kill me!

Lilly: *takes out dagger and stabs Terra* My pleasure

Terra: *takes out communicator* Terra down! Terra down!

BB: Terra! Hang on! I'll be right there!

Lilly: *takes Terra's communicator* Don't bother *stabs Terra again* she's dead

BB: Lilly I swear…..you're going down

Lilly: *sarcastically* Oh no! I'm so scared! Why don't you call the Doom Patrol and have them help you,
you little grass stain



BB: Y'know I will along with Thunder, Lighting and…and…

Lilly: I did my job well no one else

BB: Cyborg is left

Lilly: He'll die the most painful of them all

BB: Oh yeah?

Lilly: Yes

BB: *shuts off communicator* Cyborg!

Cy: What?

BB: Lilly has taken Terra down

Cy: We need help

BB: I'm calling Thunder and Lightning now

Cy: Good

Back in Paris Lilly stands in front of all the frozen villains with Slade, Red X and Shelia who just had
gotten back.

Slade: Lilly put on this bracelet it will make you're wind power stronger who's essence can melt
everyone.

Lilly: O.K *puts it on and uses her power to melt all of the villains*

Kitten: Oh my gosh! I'm alive! Woo Hoo!

Rouge: We have conquered

Lilly: I…I did it! Slade I did it!

Villains: Did what?

Slade: Melted you

Fang: Hey you're with the Titans

Lilly: Not any more I killed Robin and others!

Rouge: I do not believe you're story



Lilly: Well do you want me to show you his body?

Rouge: No

Lilly: Well then here is his mask *holds up mask* I single handedly have taken down 4/5 of the Teen
Titans

Billy: Well!

Lilly: *interrupts him* let me guess *in a southern accent* butter my backside and call me a biscuit!

Mod: Well lovey I guess you are a villain….jolly good then!

Lilly: One thing though…the Doom patrol, Thunder and Lightning and BB and Cy are still left

Rouge: You plan to defeat them?

Lilly: Oh yes

Rouge: Well here's you're chance to show us…Thunder and Lightning are here

Lilly: Good

Thu: Friend Lilly! Please do not hurt us

Light: We just want to help

Lilly: I told you that if you came back I'd kill you *takes out dagger* that's what I plan to do

Lilly goes at them quickly but they doge and jump up on their cloud things and start to ride around Lilly
decides that only acting could kill them. She sits down and starts to cry.

Lilly: Thunder, Lightning please I am so sorry! I can't believe that I could do something so awful!

Thu and Light: *now next to her* Lilly it's O.K

Lilly: *smiles* J.K! *stabs them and they fall down dead*

Rouge: J.K?

Lilly: it means just kidding

Rouge: Well we see you are of great skill…I think that you will be a great addition to the villains

Lilly: Thank you



Lightning's communicator rings and all the villains besides Slade, Red X and Shelia leave for Jump City
to go and wreak havoc.

BB: Lightning! Thunder are you there?

Lilly: Long gone

BB: That's it I'm getting the Doom Patrol!

Lilly: Fine

To Be Continued………………………………………………………..



8 - Doom Patrol

*Note: The plastic woman is Rita in real life so that's how I'm putting her in the script, I'm also calling the
guy who can separate from his body “Neg”. Robot man will be Cliff and Mento, will be Mento, thanks for
dealing with me*

  

The Doom Patrol is in the Titans living room talking things over with BB and Cyborg who are the only
Titans left.

Mento: Lilly….she was a great one wasn't she

Cy: Yeah

BB: But the key word there is was. She's a villain now and a dangerous one at that

Neg: So what are we going to do fight her and die?

Cliff: I know that she still must be good

Cy: She is kinda she has a mind control on

Rita: Well that explains a lot

Mento: Yes but a villain is a villain she needs to be stopped

BB: I'll go with you

Mento: o.k. Cyborg can stay here if need be

Cy: Fine with me

Mento: Alright let's go

Cy: *alone in the tower* Let's see what's on the news

First channel: Villains are causing destruction in Jump City today

Cy: *flips*

Second channel: Villains more powerful than ever



Cy: *hits channel button many times*

Third channel: Villains

Fourth channel: Villains

Fifth channel: Villains

Sixth channel: Villains

Seventh channel: Villains

Cy: *turns T.V off* HOW'D THEY GET UN-FROZEN!!!!!!!!.........Lilly

BB: Dude, I totally saw that coming

Cy: Why would she unfreeze them?

BB: Why would she do that? Because she is EVIL!

Cy: Oh, um BB you go ahead I'll be in my room

BB: O.K

Cyborg walks into Lilly's room and looks around, her bed is yellow with blue rose patterns the Titans had
painted the ceiling like the sky with the sun and clouds and the walls were like land, with lush green hills
and a couple of lilies of the valley were painted on the hills, the carpet was blue like the sea, with fishes
an seaweed here and there. Her closet was a walk-in one with many clothes most which she almost
never wore although they were all from J-Crew, American Eagle and Lilly. He walked over to her desk
there she had pictures of all the Titans and her fooling around. In a heart frame she had a picture of her
and Cyborg, her pecking him on the cheek and him blushing. He kept looking around and noticed a pink
book with a blue jewel on the cover. He picked it up and realized it was her diary which didn't have a
lock. He opened it and read the third to latest entry it read; Just got back from the market, they had
Cy-BBQ sauce which I had to buy to rub in Cyborg's face, what does he see in Sarah anyway. Whoops
guess that's my emotions speaking BB and I played video games earlier this afternoon I beat him and
Robin's high score. I cooked breakfast with Star to we had glorg tofu, which was actually good. Everyone
ate it except Raven. I think that Raven and Aqualad are totally meant to be…just like me and Cyborg ^-^.
Well that's all for now!  Cyborg flipped the page to her last entry the day before she turned evil that read; 
Dear Diary, Red X has been acting strange. One day he was in my room looking through my
drawers! Sarah has also been acting weird. She said Raven was a gothic freak when Cy wasn't around.
I thought that she had lost her mind but she's normal again. Cyborg and her have been, dare I say
extremely touchy-feely lately. Of course they better be married before they “get busy”. Well off to check
if Red X wasn't really on a panty raid bye! Cyborg looked up in surprise, why would Lilly be so concerned
about his love life?

BB: *yells* we're leaving!



Cy: O.K be careful ya'll!

Cyborg turns the page and finds writing from yesterday night he reads it, it says; To whoever reads this,
I am under mind control, it will take a strong blow to get it off my arm, if this is Cyborg you're sonic
cannon is perfect. Lilly out! Cyborg now started to sweat thoughts of how and why ran through his head.

Cy: *thinks* If Lilly wrote this yesterday….then that means that I can help her! Got to get the T-Car!

You go to BB and the Doom Patrol in their ship

Mento: So all the Titans are dead?

BB: Yeah 

Neg: She seems pretty powerful

Rita: Of course she is…who did she kill first

BB:…Star

Mento: That's terrible

Neg: The whole thing is

Rita: *puts hand on BB's shoulder* Don't worry we'll get her

BB: We're here

Neg: Let's kick some flower butt

The Doom Patrol and BB land and exit they see Lilly training on a course they enter

Mento: Lilly!

Neg: You're going down!

Cliff: Yeah

Lilly: Really? Come and get it.

Mento sends out a beam that hits Lilly in the head she falls and Cliff punches her into a wall. BB walks
up to see if she's defeated, Lilly grabs her dagger and manages to stab him in the leg. BB turns into a
bat and flies up. Rita turns herself big, and smashes Lilly down. Negative man goes out of his body and
throws ten punches all to the face and all successful. Mento goes and sends out a stream of beams and
makes her weak. BB then urns into a wolf and bites her dagger arm.

Mento: I think she's dead



Lilly: No I'm NOT! Air from all around come and lift me off the ground and constrict these people so
death is there only way to go!

Rita: I can't breath!

Mento: She took all the air out from around us, there's only carbon dioxide!

Neg: We won't last

Cliff: The frequency of the co2 is killing me

BB: You guys we can't die!

Mento: Beast Boy we can't live either! I'm sorry

All of them after a minute fall and die in defeat.

Lilly: Ha you sorry losers

Cy: *in the corner* Lilly!

Lilly: You

Cy: I'm the last one! Now fight me! And Pay!

Lilly: Ha you think you can win?

Cy: I know I can

To Be Continued……………………………………………………………………………



9 - Cyborg's battle and Lilly's plan

Cyborg is standing in battle stance ready to fight Lilly

Cy: Lilly, I know that…that

Lilly: That I what?

Cy: That you want to kill me

Lilly: Of course

Cy: But besides Slade why?

Lilly: Because…you never…cared

Cy: What'd you mean?

Lilly: You always loved Sarah more than me! That's why you suddenly chose her over me! You never
saw it form my point of view! None of the Titans did! All I ever did was do for you, sacrifice after sacrifice
and no one said thank you!

Cy: That's not true!

Lilly: Oh really? Did Starfire ever say thank you for bringing her back? Did Robin ever say thank you for
dieing for him? Did Beast Boy ever say thank you for bringing back Terra? Did Raven ever say thank
you for me listing to her? Did you ever say thank you for me being with you when Sarah wasn't around?

Cy: You're right…but you shouldn't kill them for it!

Lilly: Isn't it better than holding an everlasting grudge?

Cy: No! And also it's Slade that made you think like this!

Lilly: Shut up!

Lilly lunges at Cyborg with a powerful punch, he barely doges and shoots a sonic wave from his cannon.
Lilly goes back and punches him in the face five times. He falls backwards and she takes him by the arm
and flings him against the wall. Cyborg *now with a bloody nose and circuits coming out* shoots another
beam and hit Lilly's mind control device. It comes off and she stands there and looks at her arm.

Lilly: It's gone….it's really gone and *looks over at Cyborg* Cyborg!! *runs over to him* Cyborg did I do
this to you?



Cy: Yeah…

Lilly: Is everyone else dead?

Cy: Yeah I'm the last Titan left

Lilly: *hugs Cyborg* I'm so sorry, to sorry for words

Cy: It's O.K we can round up new Titans

Lilly: *hugs him again* But it's not O.K I can bring them back, but I will have to perish

Cy: But everyone else has died and

Lilly: *puts a finger on his lips* Cyborg I can fix this and then no one else will be dead, only me.

Cy: How will you're death bring them back?

Lilly: I am a goddess, I can use my life's power to restore all of the others

Cy: But what about you? I don't want you to die

Lilly: *whispers* Shh! I heard Slade, I'm going to kill him now, then myself in front of you. So the Titans
will think you killed Slade and I. You'll be a true friend to them

Cy: But…

Lilly: But nothing, the Titans were my dearest friends, and you are even dearer to me. Please when I die
tell them you found a potion in my room that revived them. Also don't cry, because I still will be with you.

Lilly runs into the ship dagger ready, she sees Slade

Lilly: Slade!

Slade: Yes?

Lilly: I have just killed Cyborg the last one, please come see

Slade: Well done

Slade and Lilly walk out, Lilly staying behind Slade they come up to Cyborg

Slade: Well you did kill him

Cy: *opens eyes and says weakly* Got ya



Lilly: Hiya! *stabs dagger through armor*

Slade: No!

Lilly: *pushes it in one more time and kills him* He's gone now

Cy: *trying to stand up* Lilly please don't leave

Lilly: *takes back dagger* It's time to bring the Titans back *stabs herself* bring them back *dies*

A white light arises from her dead body all the Titans bodies are patched up and renewed; they are also
brought to where Lilly and Slade lie dead

Rob: I'm

Star: Alive! Hooray! *kisses Robin* You are all alive!

Rob: *thinking* all right! 

BB: Terra!

Terra: Beast Boy!

Rav: Uhh you guys look we need to help Cyborg!

Star: Come friend

BB: Let's get you fixed up

At the tower only Terra, BB, Star, Robin, Raven and Cyborg are there

Rob: Well Cy you killed her

Star: Yes after the horrible things she did

BB: Dude I'm a little jealous, you got to kill both the ultimate baddies

Rav: Agreed

Terra: Yeah

Cy: uh actually

Rob: What?

Cy: Never mind, listen I'm holding a funeral for Lilly tomorrow



BB: What?! I'm not going!

Rob: No one is

Cy: Please? For the guy who killed Slade?

Rob: Fine I'll call the others but they won't be happy

Cy: I'm not even happy

To Be Continued…………………………………………………………………



10 - The Funeral

All the Titans and the Doom Patrol are on the Titan's isle for the funeral. None of them besides Cyborg
want to be there because Lilly betrayed them, yet Cyborg made them wear fancy black clothes.

Rabbi: And so may your soul live on in peace forever

BB: I hope not

Rabbi: And now we have a special speaker, Cyborg

Cy: Thank you. Now all of you may know that Lilly killed you. She was mean, vicious and a villain. But
she was under mind control. She had to obey it until the very end because all of her sadness helped
Slade control her. And I was fortunate enough to blast the stupid thing off her. Now I bet you're all
wondering, why Lilly's death had to do with you're life. First of all, Lilly committed suicide I did not kill her.

Bee: What?!

Speed: What does he mean?

M y M: No comprendo

Aqua: Just listen

Cy: Her reason for that was her divine power from being a goddess was sent out to all of you to bring
you back. She basically saved you. *starts to cry* Another thing I never got to do before she died was
tell her, that I knew she was a good person and that she should not have been taken over like that.

Star: *to Robin* I thing Cyborg is right

Rob: Yeah…he, he really is

Cy: And even though she was a killer one whom none of us could match she was also a friend, a Titan
and now more then ever, the girl I love. She also was a mother *starts to cry hard* a mother to those of
us like Beast Boy who were immature, to those of us like Robin who were insecure, to those of us like
Raven who were misunderstood and to those of us like Starfire who were ready to learn. To the rest of
you, you really didn't know her well, at least not like I did. *starts to bawl* and now I know that, that she
died not to get herself out of trouble but to help us see, how we should be, how we should give our lives
for the people who matter the most. She is a goddess powers or not, who we should always remember
as Lilly not as Lilly the villain nor as Lilly the goddess.

Terra: Oh…Lilly…you were…you were really good



Cy: And before I end I'd like to say one thing, Lilly if you can hear me I'm sorry, more sorry than ever that
you had to die for us when we should have tried harder to help you, I love you Lilly and I won't ever
forget you.

Rav: *crying* I won't forget you either

BB: *crying* same here!

Rob: *crying* Yeah

All *crying* We won't ever forget!

Rabbi: Thank you Cyborg now for the burial you may all go

Cy: *touches coffin* I won't forget, I promise

You go up into heaven with Lilly looking down

Lilly: *giggles* They're all still my friends and maybe one day I can return to them until then…*giggles*
they'll have to rough it!

The End
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